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HIPPS application.

High Integrity Pressure Protection System

This is a fully independent and autonomous SIS (Safety 

Instrumented System) that continuously monitors 

the safety parameters to safeguard the process.

The purpose is to protect downstream installation against 

overpressure (overpressure from the well or from a closing of 

a downstream valve for example) by isolating/closing the 

source in any possible scenario. 

It also allows the downrate of the downstream equipment to 

avoid having the complete installation designed at the 

maximum well pressure.

The required closing time is such that the installation to 

protect does not fear anything during this time, it does not 

always mean quick closing.

It is a high guaranteed reliable system by considering the 

right technical solution on all the items on the loop to avoid a 

shutdown on the line for system repair.

FCT can offer either the actuated valve or the complete 

HIPPS loop (valves, actuators, control panel, logic solver, 

interlocking manifold, pressure transmitters,..) in one 

package.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ CL 150 to 16’’ 2500

3’’ 1/16 API 10K to 13’’ 5/8 API 15K

24" PN 305 bar
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ESDV valves.

These valves are security valves which shall close under emergency.

These are not HIPPS, however these are critical valves which are subject

to special care by many customers.

As exemple Total has a design specifically dedicated to these valves.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ CL 150 to 30’’ CL 1500

1’’1/16 API15K

16’’ PN345
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HP HT applications.

High pressure valves are governed by API 6A and ISO 10423 

standard.

This standard is the specification for wellhead and christmas

tree equipments used in the petroleum and natural gas 

industries.

FCT has been a pioneer, in the 90’s, in these high pressure 

applications and has manufactured one of the biggest API 15K 

ever (bottom right picture).

Pressure rating:

API 2000 (13,8 Mpa)

API 3000 (20,7 Mpa)

API 5000 (34,5 Mpa)

API 10.000 (69 Mpa)

API 15.000 (103,5 Mpa)

API 20.000 (138 Mpa).

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ API 3K to 13’’ 5/8 API 15K

13’’ 5/8 API 15K - ID 292 mm

11’’ API 15K - ID 256 mm

20’’ API 10K  - ID 380 mm
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Riser valves.

They are installed on subsea pipes rising from seabed to platform / FPSO / (Offshore 

Installation).

The main concern of such installations is its dynamic behaviour due to sea, flow, waves and 

winds conditions.

These valves are the first protection barrier of offshore installation, hence they shall be 

designed in order to withstand all the mechanical stress applied on them.

Most of the time these valves are required to be welded on riser pipe and Top-entry design 

allowing inline maintenance. 

Offshore environment means large amplitudes of movements loading riser pipe (bending

moments, axial & shear forces). These loads shall impact riser valves (depending of type of

anchoring / supporting). Cyclic loading means fatigue to be considered.

Valve body design shall prove correct behavior under specified loading & services

conditions. Finite Element Analysis shall be carried out on body and trim components and if

necessary a physical test can be performed to demonstrate the valve performance.

Exemple of scope already produced:

16’’ API 15K Statoil

40’’ CL 900 Split body

24’’ CL 600 TE

20 ’’ CL 900 TE

34’’ CL 900 TE

36’’ PN 200 TE tandem
16" 1500#
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Large size valves.

FCT facility has the equipment to manufacture ball valves up to 100 Tons.

Assembly, testing, actuation mounting, painting, preservation and 

packing of 100 Tons valve can be done on site.

FCT scope  on split body and top Entry valves can reach valves up to 

- 60’’ CL900

- 48’’ CL1500

- 36’’up to class API 10K

- 20’’ API 15K.

Biggest valves already produced:

56 ’’ class 600

42’’ class 900

38’’ Class 1500 (DIB 77 tons)

24’’ PN 305 (2500 de-rated)

20’’ Class 2500 

20’’ API 10K

13’’ 5/8 API 15K

38" 1500# DIB – 77 tons

38" 1500# DIB – 70 & 77 tons
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Pig launcher / reciever valves.

FCT compact solution for PIG Launcher/receiver applications used

to clean the pipe from debris and avoid plugs inside the line.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ to 20 ’’ 

up to class 2500

12" 600#

6" 1500#
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DIB valves

This is a single valve with two seating

surfaces, each of which, in the closed

position, provides a seal against the pressure 

from a single source, 

with means of venting / bleeding the cavity

betwen the seating surfaces.

FCT is able to provide the DIB design type B 

(DIB 2 as per API6D definition) which ensures

with only one valve the same reliability than

the type A where 2 valves or tandem valves 

are usually used.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ to 38 ’’ 

up to class 2500

18" 1500# 38" 1500#22" 1500#
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Subsea valves

FCT has gained its experience thanks to the supply of 

subsea valves for various customers and depth down to 

1200m.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ to 48’’ 

up to API 10K

42" 900#

Tandem 2" 2500#

8" 2500#
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Compact valves design 

This design is useful on offshore projects.

FPSOs, platforms other offshore installations 

are limited in terms of dimensions and 

weight, hence compact valve design is an 

appreciated solution FCT can provide.

Here under two drawings showing the 

dimensional gain that can be done with

such design compared to standard 

design.

Exemple of scope already produced:

2’’ to 8’’

Up to API 10K

500mm

208mm

559mm

Counter flange with the weld

neck to be added


